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(Pocket-moss) - iFixit has gone all goodwill-for-all men with the news that licenses all iFixit repair manuals under the Creative Commons BY-NC-SA license. Thought to be the largest free version of the repair documentation it has ever been, iFixit says: We are committed to making our repair manuals available to anyone in the world, forever, for free. Created
after thousands of hours documenting how to repair Apple hardware, the guides start back in 2004 with a repair guide to the PowerBook G3 series, and now numbers 91 Mac guides, 34 for iPods and several for iPhones. Lawrence Lessig, founder of Creative Enders, says iFixit is one of the network's most important community-based technology resources.
It's great to see them building their community by returning to the community what the community has helped build. iFixit says it has made a move because it should - because the world can't just continue manufacturing and takes devices without a plan for their long-term lifecycle. Because people need the ability to take control of their devices and their
environmental footprint. And because it's the right thing to do. iFixit says it hopes to host the data archive in the Internet Archive, as well as seed it through BitTorrent. There is more information in a company blog post for those who want to find out more. He wrote Amy-Mae Elliott. The Consumer Reports Tightwad Tod blog takes care of the value of
defamation for your touching car instead of trading – well-groomed, reliable slander, i.e. The magazine's auto authors suggest that regardless of what your friends, parents or mechanic tell you, the best rule of service is the recommended maintenance schedule in your owner's management. What are the non-essential items you can usually do without? These
include radiator waves and new fuel filters ... To avoid unnecessary work, make a copy of the recommended service page, show it to the service manager, and say what I want. Simple, but something that most car owners have rarely been taken into account. Tap the link for other tips for knowing when your match has passed your prime minister. Photo by
Bely beigeskiska. Hold on to that piece of shit! - No, no. One of the most important tasks for maintenance of cars is changing the oil regularly. Learn how to change the oil quickly and without getting dirty. Sign up for our Do It Right newsletter, do it yourself!
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